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Does ISM-Services Point To Nonfarm Upside?
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Scotia: 58.0
Consensus: 58.0
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The US economy delivered another positive beat to make it three in a row in
less than 24 hours on the back of this morning’s ADP report and yesterday
afternoon’s 5% m/m SA rise in vehicle sales. ISM-services exceeded
expectations with the headline gauge rising to the highest reading since
August 1997. It gets better in terms of the underlying details. The key
takeaway, however, is that there may be substantial upside risk to my
estimate for +160k jobs in Friday’s nonfarm payrolls report.
The employment subcomponent soared to its highest EVER at 62.4 with
records back to 1997. This may point to upside prospects for Friday’s nonfarm
payrolls report (consensus 181k, Scotia 160k). Note the chart below that
demonstrates the correlations between the employment subindex to ISMservices and the monthly change in nonfarm. On its own, the trends are
tighter than the spot months, but piece this together with the other labor
readings we’ve gotten as input to a nonfarm call. For one, this comes on the
heels of a smaller rise in the employment subindex (58.8) to the ISMmanufacturing report. For others, note the beat on this morning’s ADP
payrolls (+230k) and very low jobless claims that are at their lowest since
1973. The employment subcomponent to the Philly Fed metric climbed 3.3
points. My initial estimate of +160k may be too low.



Is there a chance that the storm effects disrupted hiring activity? Probably
not. For one, the worst effects of Flo’ didn’t hit until most hiring activity would
have been captured in the nonfarm reference period which is the pay period
that includes the 12th of each month. For another, people generally don’t lose
their jobs and fall off payrolls during extreme weather events, but hiring
activity can certainly be disrupted if storms hit during or preceding reference
periods. Recall the huge downside to nonfarm payrolls in September of last
year when only 14k jobs were created. The first chart below shows changes
in nonfarm payrolls around hurricanes and much worse than usual snow
storms that are both indicated by grey vertical bars. Also note the second
chart that shows what can happen to hours worked as getting to work can
clearly be impeded.



The new orders book accelerated to a reading of 61.6 (60.4 prior) which
reverses the two-month deceleration and is the highest since June. Some of
that came through new export orders (61.0, 60.5 prior) but more of it was due
to the domestic order book.
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